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The focus this week was on wrapping up the stone work while our stone mason, Dylan, was able to
provide his professional insights and guidance. He will be leaving the area on Friday May 22. Dylan’s
very capable helper, Benjamin, works side by side at every step.
May 15-17, 2020 The first step is installing the small
plaques. They need to be positioned within the cavity.
Construction adhesive is used to hold the plaques in
place prior to grouting. There is only one chance to
get this right. The fragile granite slabs can be easily
chipped or broken so getting these permanently
installed is a significant milestone.

The construction adhesive takes 24 hours to cure.
Shims and braces are used to hold in place while
curing. The grout will be added after the granite
plaques are permanently secured with the adhesive.
The grout will further secure the messaging granite
slabs are permanently in place.

The primary messaging plaques weigh about 250 pounds each. They are too heavy to hold in
position while a correct fit is determined. These required a template for correctly positioning within the
cavity and to assure the mounting bolts are in the correct position.

The remaining stone is cut to fit in several
areas. Some installed stone needs to be
modified to accommodate the grout.

The third pier was started and completed
on Saturday. It was a long hard day but it
was ready for grout on Sunday..

Dylan demonstrates the use of simple but effective
tools he has made over the years. Laying stone is an
art form.

Future work:
• Complete stone mason work.
• Clean up the work site.
• Develop a landscape plan.
• Plan a dedication by Rotary and City of
Brainerd.
• Update master plan with milestones.

